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Historic England. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Plymouth: Vision of a Modern City,
Jeremy Gould, Post-war reconstruction offered unparalleled opportunities to the developing
profession of urban planners to cast off the constraints imposed by historic infrastructure and
produce a new vision of urban living, expressed in rationally designed city centres linked to
suburban precincts and with modern integrated transport systems. Plymouth is the foremost
English example of post-war reconstruction on the grand scale, laid out to the designs of the most
influential urban planner of the day, Sir Patrick Abercrombie. This book explains the circumstances
which led to the development of Abercrombie's Plan for Plymouth (1943) and shows how the plan
was implemented in the period 1945-62. Discussion of the overall scheme for the renewed city is
complemented by description of the different zones which made up both the central area and the
new suburbs, and attention is paid to the landscape forms and architectural styles employed in
civic, commercial and residential areas. The significance of what was achieved in Plymouth will be
assessed and international context is provided by comparison with British and European examples
of contemporary planning. Urban regeneration programmes pose a threat to the legacy of...
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ReviewsReviews

Unquestionably, this is the finest work by any publisher. I really could comprehended every little thing using this published e book. You will not sense
monotony at anytime of your respective time (that's what catalogs are for regarding should you question me).
-- Joe K essler-- Joe K essler

This publication will never be e ortless to get started on reading through but very fun to read. It is actually loaded with knowledge and wisdom You will not
truly feel monotony at anytime of the time (that's what catalogues are for about in the event you check with me).
-- Ma r lin B er g str om-- Ma r lin B er g str om
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